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COSMIC: GPS
Meteorology
in Orbit
Illustration courtesy Orbital Sciences Corporation

U

.S. and Taiwanese researchers have succeeded in launching a constellation of
six low earth-orbiting (LEO) spacecraft that
will measure refracted GPS signals passing
through the atmosphere to improve weather
forecasts, monitor climate change, and
enhance space weather research.
Known by its American co-sponsors
as the Constellation Observing System
for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate
(COSMIC) or FORMOSAT-3 by their
Taiwanese counterparts, the system uses the
technique of radio occultation to quantify the
bending — or occulting —and slowing of
GPS signals by molecules in the air. By measuring the amount of these effects, scientists
can determine underlying atmospheric conditions, such as air density, temperature, and
moisture, and electron density (see Figure 1).
An Orbital Sciences-built Minotaur rocket
shot the multi-satellite mission into orbit on
April 14 from California’s Vandenberg Air
Force Base.
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Data Collection and Processing
Once the atmospheric readings have been collected by the satellites, the data is downloaded
to COSMIC ground stations in Fairbanks,
Alaska, and Kiruna, Sweden. Two data centers
will receive and process the raw data: the
Taiwan Analysis Center for COSMIC at the
Central Weather Bureau and the COSMIC
Data Analysis and Archive Center located at
UCAR. The FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC processed
data will be ready for distribution within two
hours from the time of raw data collection.

New Take on Old Technique
Although scientists have used GPS occultation for years, both from static ground
stations and from individual satellites,
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this is the first time that the technique has
been used on a large scale in real time to
provide nearly continuous measurements
of worldwide atmospheric conditions at all
altitudes, according to Bill Kuo, director of
the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research (UCAR) that designed the system.
Radio occultation measures the phase
and amplitude of the GPS signals and inverts
these measurements to obtain profiles of
signal bending, atmospheric refractivity, pressure temperature, and water vapor. COSMIC
provides about 2,500 sounding profiles every
24 hours.
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From the ION® President
jim doherty

PLANS 2006:  .
A Bilateral Success

I

have just returned from PLANS 2006
— the most recent Position, Location,
and Navigation Symposium. This was the
first PLANS cosponsored by the ION along
with the IEEE. Initial observations are that it
was a tremendous success, with a registered
attendance of about 550 — quite a bit more
than expected. We will know more in a few
weeks, as the ION Council has asked for a
review the impact of cosponsoring PLANS on
our Institute and members. If you would like
to offer input to this review, please contact
me, the ION National Office, or ION Meetings
Chair Dr. Frank van Graas.
The PLANS meeting takes place in the
spring of even-numbered years. We are currently in negotiations with IEEE’s PLANS
Executive Committee about the potential
for ION to cosponsor the event in 2008 and
future years. This year PLANS 2006 took the
place of our annual meeting, which normally would have been held in June. The next
ION meeting this year will be the ION GNSS
2006, September 26-29. Mark your calendars
and plan now to join us at ION GNSS 2006
in Fort Worth, Texas.
At PLANS 2006, we combined the traditional ION awards ceremony with PLANS
awards. PLANS General Chair Charles Bye
and I had the pleasure of presenting our
groups’ respective awards, which are included in the PLANS 2006 coverage that begins
on page 6 of this newsletter. Congratulations
to all award recipients and to the new ION
Fellows.
The ION Vitural Museum
One highlight of our Institute’s activities
over the last few months has been continued
development of the ION Virtual Museum; we
expect to roll out the initial implementation
on the ION website shortly. For our members
who have access to navigation equipment
of historical significance, the ION Virtual

Museum will allow them to share photographs, descriptions, and other data about
these equipments with others.
Under the auspices of our Outreach
Committee, a subcommittee has been finalizing details and screens for uploading new
candidate museum exhibits and the process
for reviewing and approving these exhibits for display. Additionally, several of our
members have been in contact with actual
physical museums, dominantly aviation and
maritime museums, to share their exhibits
within the ION Virtual Museum.
Contributing to the ION Virtual Museum,
including liaison with local physical museums, is an excellent activity for ION Sections;
if interested in how you can participate,
please contact me, the ION National Office,
or our Outreach Chair Dr. Chris Bartone.
Next April in Cambridge
Dr. Maarten Ujit de Haag has accepted the
position of Program Chair for the next ION
Annual Meeting, which will be held April 2325, 2007, in Cambridge, Mass. He will assist
Dr. Anthea Coster, General Chair, in directing
this meeting. This meeting was scheduled
for April specifically to facilitate the Royal
Institute of Navigation’s co-chairing with the
ION a one-day track on bio-navigation.
This unique navigation “technology”
is coming of age, due in large measure to
robust information processing capabilities
now available. We are looking forward to
an interesting workshop to enable dialog
between scientists, who have traditionally
worked in this area, and engineers, who will
design and build systems taking advantage of
their insights. I hope you will join us.
This may be a good time to share my
own thoughts, and those of many colleagues,
that although GNSS and its augmentations
have come to be dominant systems in navigation, they are not the only systems. We are
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pleased that PLANS 2006 included a number
of sessions focused mainly on inertial and
other technologies. We also expect that
the National Technical Meeting 2007 (San
Diego, Calif., Jan. 22-24, 2007) will continue
this trend of focusing on emerging navigation technologies. And, of course, the Annual
Meeting 2007 with introduce bio-navigation
to our members.
I hope you agree with me that our
Institute is alive and well, and continues to
be at the forefront in advancing the art and
science of navigation.
Sincerely,

James T. Doherty
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The ion® Executive fellow
Dr. jenny gautier

PNT: Getting In on the Ground Floor
I

n an April 24 presentation, Jenny Gautier,
the Institute’s 2005–’06 executive fellow, brought the ION Council up to date on
her activities with NASA, where she serves
as the agency’s liaison to the Space-Based
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT)
Executive Committee.
As one of seven members of the National
Space-Based PNT Coordination Office
(NPCO) staff, Gautier helps support the
new interagency governing body for U.S.
space-based PNT services established under
President Bush’s national security directive in December 2004. With the Global
Positioning System serving as its cornerstone,
the PNT executive committee superseded the
Interagency GPS Executive Board set up during the Clinton administration.
“It’s great timing to be a part of new
interagency coordination process on GPS,”
Gautier told the Council, adding that she was
“plugged in” from the beginning at NPCO.
“ION has been very supportive in getting
me settled, and I have already gained invaluable experience on policy and administration
of GPS.”
The NPCO opened officially on Nov. 1,
2005, under the leadership of its director
Mike Shaw. Other staff members include
representatives from the departments of
Commerce, Homeland Security, State,
Transportation, and the Air Force.

Other topics at the PNT executive committee meeting included the mandate to
develop a five-year plan to coordinate details
of interagency cost sharing as well as an
update on GPS performance specifications.
The status of various PNT programs was
discussed, including development of the
Nationwide Differential GPS system being led
by the Federal Railroad Administration. The
Committee also expressed a desire to bring
in GPS technology companies to share their
perspectives on the uses and challenges facing the GPS program.
Lessons Learned
Gautier said her experience as an ION fellow
has already given her a larger view of PNT
programs, the faster pace of programs, and
an appreciation for prioritizing in policy
decisions.
Gautier observed that NASA is new to the
fellowship process and that she had come in
during a transition period for the agency. “It
has given me the opportunity to see change,
even though transformation brings uncer-

tainty,” she told the Council.
For her part, Gautier believes that bringing project management tools represents
her greatest contribution to the fellowship
opportunity, linking her experiences outside
government with the public processes.
Gautier recommended that future fellows
engage with an agency familiar with fellowship process and work directly with NPCO.
She noted that she enjoys her interaction
with ION members and hopes to take part
in more ION conferences, as well as work to
improve communications with ION members, perhaps with a “blog.”
—Prior to her appointment as the ION
Government Fellow, Jenny Gautier worked
as a research associate in the Department
of Aeronautics and Astronautics’ GPS
Laboratory at Stanford University where
she received her Ph.D. in 2003. She also
managed research for the Joint Precision
Approach and Landing System programs
at the university. From 1997 to 2002 she
worked at Trimble Navigation.

PNT Agenda
The PNT Executive Committee held its third
meeting in mid-April with the next scheduled
for June. Topics of interest taken up at the
April meeting included NASA’s sponsorship
of a Federal Advisory Board for the Executive
Committee and the filing of the board’s
charter with Congress. The advisors, who will
be drawn from non-governmental nominees,
are expected to hold their first meeting in
early fall.
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from the ion® congressional fellow
a column by doug taggart

F

or those who may be keeping track of
how many days the 109th Congress
is scheduled to be in session, it is actually the least number of days since 1948.
In that year the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives, which President Harry
Truman labeled during his reelection campaign as the “do-nothing” Congress, convened for 108 days.
During its second session the 109th
Congress is scheduled to be in session just 97
days. Given this somewhat limited legislative
calendar, I am still amazed at how much
work there is to do.
The FY07 Budget
Between the arrival of the president’s fiscal
fear 2007 (FY07) budget in early February
and March 16 when inputs were due to
the various subcommittees building the
Congressional budget, the atmosphere in all
of the Congressional office buildings surrounding the Capitol took on an increased
level of already high activity. It was as if a
switch was thrown when the president’s budget arrived: lobbyists, constituents, college
and university staff, local and state officials,
businesses members, etc., walked the halls,
crowded the cafeterias, and filled the offices
during their half-hour, pre-arranged meetings with the congressman (and the one
staff member responsible for tracking their
respective appropriations bill), voicing their
particular budget need.
In the wake of the Jack Abramoff lobby
scandal and Senator Ted Stevens’ “Bridge to
Nowhere” in the FY06 Transportation bill,
I anticipated that the number of requests
for “earmarks” in the FY07 budget process
would have declined. On the contrary, an
informal survey across numerous offices
shows that this year the number was actually higher than in recent years.
For the three appropriation bills I was

responsible for tracking — dealing with
defense, foreign operations, and the military
quality of life & veterans affairs there was
more activity. How the budget will evolve as
it moves through the remaining process —
the committees, the parallel actions in the
House and Senate, the conference reports,
and then final passage — is anyone’s guess.

Following release of
[the Dubai Port World]
story, the office phones
began to ring with
concerned constitutents
expressing their
dissatisfaction.
But regardless of that outcome, I can state
with high confidence that the process will
not be completed before the end of my fellowship year on Aug.w 31.
Private Bills
I have just started to research for the congressman the potential drafting of a private
bill, which is a piece of legislation that is
drafted to provide compensation to a specific
individual or corporate body. According to
the Congressional Research Service (a tremendous source of information available to
members and their staffs), individuals may
request relief through private bills when
administrative or legal remedies have been
exhausted or when no other remedy for
compensation is available.
From 1817 through 1971, Congress apparently passed hundreds of the private bills,
but the number has dropped significantly in
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recent years. Since 1986, a total of 166 private
bills have been enacted by Congress.
The vast majority of private bills fall into
one of two categories: immigration or individual claims. Private bills go on a special
calendar, set by House rule to be the first
Tuesday of each month. Those dealing with
individual claims are submitted through the
Judiciary Committee where they are forwarded to the Subcommittee on Immigration,
Border Security, and Claims.
Private bills are typically introduced in
only one of the chambers and usually have
no cosponsors. They must be processed in
the same manner as public bills, meaning
that they must pass in both chambers and
be signed by the president before they are
enacted into law. I am continuing to gather
information on this subject and hope to be
able to provide more information in my last
update before the end of my fellowship year.
The Ports Deal
In late January, the national media posted
a story indicating that the president had
favorably endorsed a bid by Dubai Port (DP)
World, a United Arab Emirates governmentowned company, to acquire and run operations at six major U.S. ports.
Following release of that story, the office
phones began to ring with concerned constituents expressing their dissatisfaction.
Within a day of the news reports, members of
the executive branch Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS), an
interagency committee responsible for generating recommendations for the president,
provided the first of several briefings to congressional members and staff.
CFIUS was originally established by executive order in 1975 to monitor and evaluate
the effect of foreign investment in the United

Budget, continued on page 18
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reaching out!

ION, Smithsonian Join Forces IN

Time & Navigation ExhibiT
By Charlene Stephens, Smithsonian Institution and
Dr. Chris Bartone, Ohio University

T

he ION Outreach Committee, established in 2004 to promote and coordinate the many aspects of outreach the ION
performs, has taken on a notable new project. An exhibition about time and navigation under development at the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C., has brought
together ION Outreach Committee members
and Smithsonian staff to pursue a common
goal — sharing the history and significance
of navigation with a broad public audience.
Toward that goal, in January of this year
the ION Council approved seed money for the
Smithsonian project and continuing interactions between the ION Outreach Committee
and the Smithsonian exhibition planners.
With ION funding in hand and ION members’ collective expertise standing by to help,
the Smithsonian can begin developing its
exhibition in earnest.
An Unpresedented Joint Project
The Smithsonian’s exhibition — tentatively titled “Finding Time and Place: From
Chronometers to GPS” — will explore the
history and continued importance of time in
navigation and positioning.
The exhibition is an unprecedented joint
project between two Smithsonian museums located on the National Mall — the
National Air and Space Museum (NASM) and
the National Museum of American History,
Kenneth E. Behring Center (NMAH). NMAH
is the unparalleled leader in historical studies
related to science, technology, and culture
and the home of the Smithsonian’s collections relating to clocks, watches, and time.
NASM, an internationally recognized center for aerospace scholarship and exhibitions,
has more visitors than any other museum in
the world. Its superb collections in avionics
and space history are particularly relevant to

Above: Artist Rendition for part of the “Finding
Time and Place; from Chronometers to GPS”
Exhibit in Smithsonian Institution National
Air and Space Museum. At right: The museum
venue.

“Finding Time and Place.” Partnering with
the museums in the exhibition’s development
is another Washington, D.C. institution —
the U.S. Naval Observatory. The observatory
is the official source of time for the Global
Positioning System.
Nine Million Visitors
Opening later this decade, “Finding Time and
Place” will occupy a 5,400 square-foot gallery presently occupied by the historic Wright
brothers’ airplane at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space Museum. The new
exhibition aims to stimulate visitors to think
about the changing ways people have viewed,
measured, and located themselves in their
surroundings by means of time. Planners
will design “Finding Time and Place” to
appeal to all ages, including the nine million
people who visit the National Air and Space
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Museum annually, plus the uncountable
millions of visitors to the websites of both the
National Museum of American History and
the National Air and Space Museum.
Visitors to the exhibition will encounter
the history and significance of time and
navigation through six chronological sections. The accompanying artist’s illustration
depicts once of these sections. An initial
section devoted to navigating at sea will tell
the story of how mechanical timekeepers and
sextants became essential for navigation in
the 18th century and remained so well into
the 20th century. “Learning to Navigate in the
Air” explores how early aviators transferred
marine navigation methods to the air, discovered their limitations in the new environment, and began to adapt smaller, lighter and
Smithsonian, continued on page 19
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IEEE/ION PLANS Collaboration a Success!

T

he maiden venture of ION/IEEE collaboration on the Position,
Location and Navigation Symposium (PLANS) produced a successful
event April 24–26 in Coronado, California.
Nearly 560 attendees participated in the gathering, which brought
together the 30-year-old, biennial PLANS conference with the ION’s annual meeting. ION staff provided organizational support for the event, which
had been operated largely on volunteer leadership by the IEEE’s Aerospace
and Electronics Society. Lisa Beaty, ION director of operations, said that
about 30 percent of the registrations had never taken part in an ION-sponsored event before.
More than 140 papers were presented in the four-track technical sessions. Among the highlights of the paper sessions was a late entry outlining the proposed common civil signal for GPS and Europe’s Galileo systems agreed on only a month earlier. The proposal was presented by John
Betz of The MITRE Corporation, a member of the bilateral working group
that recommended the new structure for the future GPS L1C and Galileo
Open Service (OS) signal. (See related article on Page 17.)
Leaders of both organizations, including PLANS 2006 General Chair
Charles Bye and ION President Jim Doherty, declared the event a success.
Dr. Myron Kayton, who received the IEEE’s 2006 Kershner Award during
the conference, said he had worked for 10 years to help bring the two
groups together. “It’s better to have one solid event that makes efficient
use of our members’ time than two smaller, semi-solid events.”
The two groups, which in March 2005 had agreed on trying out the
cooperative effort, are discussing whether to continue the collaboration.

PLANS 2006 Program Committee (from left to right): Karen Van Dyke, U.S. DOT/
Volpe Center; Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University; Charles Bye, Honeywell; Wayne
Soehren, Honeywell; and Dr. Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, University of Minnesota.

Left to right: Dr. Demoz
Gebre-Egziabher,
University of Minnesota
Wayne Soehren,
Honeywell; and Dr.
Frank van Graas, Ohio
University, compare
notes at the meeting.

Thank You Exhibitors!
Acutronic USA

GPS Test Center of
Expertise

NovAtel

BAE Systems

GPS World

BEI Systron Donner
Inertial Division

Hemisphere GPS

Raytheon Space &
Airborne Systems

Honeywell

Rockwell Collins

CAST Navigation

Ideal Aerosmith

Septentrio

Colibrys

Inside GNSS

Destinator
Technologies

L-3 Communications
Interstate
Electronics

Spirent Federal
Systems

AFRL SN

GIS Development

Northrop Grumman

Tokimec U.S.A.
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PLANS General Chair Charles Bye (above, at right)
congratulates Dr. Myron Kayton, winner of the 2006
Kershner Award for outstanding achievement.

Above: Dr. Felix Goldenberg
holds his Walter R. Fried
Memorial Award for Best Paper
at PLANS 2006.

Scenes FROM AN EXHIBITION: PLANS 2006

Left to right: Knute Berstis, ION President Jim
Doherty and Dr. Leonard Sugerman, enjoy the food
and festivities.
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients
®

T

he Institute of Navigation had the pleasure of honoring an outstanding group of contributors to the art and science of navigation
at the combined PLANS 2006 and ION 62nd Annual Meeting held in
San Diego/Coronado, Calif., April 25–27, 2006.
The Institute extends its warmest congratulations to the recipients,
its sincere thanks to all those who submitted nominations and its
appreciation to the members of the ION Awards Selection Committee
who served so effectively in selecting the honorees.
Members are encouraged to submit nominations for one or more of
the seven Institute of Navigation Annual Awards given for excellence in
navigation.
Official nomination forms, along with brochures on the background and purpose of each award, are available from the ION

Thomas L. Thurlow
Award

Dr. Dorota GrejnerBrzezinska
For significant contributions to
the science of navigation, applications in Earth rotation and orbit
parameter estimation, GPS/INS
direct sensor orientation in airborne mapping, network-based
RTK GPS Internet service, and
sustained dedication to academic
excellence and leadership in the
navigation community.

National office by phone at 703-383-9688, or via the ION website at
www.ion.org. Nominations must be received by Jan. 31, 2007.
The awards and accompanying engraved bronze plaques are
presented at the ION’s Annual Meeting. The Institute of Navigation
encourages you to participate in the nomination process so that a
representative group of deserving individuals from the navigation community will receive appropriate recognition.
Please address all correspondence to the Award Nomination
Committee, The Institute of Navigation, 3975 University Drive, Suite 390,
Fairfax, VA 22030, fax: 703-383-9689, e-mail: membership@ion.org.
Congratualtions to this year’s annual award recipients for their
many contributions and accomplishments in the art and science of
navigation.

Norman P. Hays
Award

Tycho Brahe Award

Cecelia M. Lowe
For her leadership and dedication
in delivering significant advancements in military navigation
and formation flight capabilities
across the U.S. Air Force mobility
airlift fleet.

Dr. Daniel G. Kubitschek
For his work as the lead system
engineer for the AutoNav system
on the Deep Impact mission.
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P.V.H. Weems Award

Peter G. Howe
For sustained contributions to the
development of navigation, guidance, timing, and weapon delivery systems for the United States
Air Force over the past 37 years.

Spring 2006

Superior
Achievement Award

Early
Achievement Award

Samual M. Burka Award

Lt. Col. James J. Gallagher

Dr. Andrey Soloviev

Dr. Dennis M. Akos and Dr. Mark L. Psiaki

For his accomplishments and
leadership as a commander, for
his combat acumen and valor in
Iraq, and for his assistance in the
recovery of the space shuttle Columbia and its astronauts.

For his early contributions to
frequency domain processing
of inertial measurements and
deeply integrated GPS/inertial
navigation.

For their paper “A Comparison of Direct Radio Frequency Sampling
and Conventional GNSS Receiver Architectures,” by M. Piaski, D. Akos,
and J. Thor, published in the Summer 2005 issue of NAVIGATION, The
Journal of The Institute of Navigation, Vol. 52, No. 2, p. 71.

Welcome to the ION’s Newest Fellows
E
lection to fellow membership
recognizes the distinguished
contributions of ION members to
the advancement of the technology,
management, practice and teaching
of the arts and sciences of navigation; and/or for lifetime contributions to The Institute. Former ION
members who are not currently
active may be elected to non-voting fellow membership. A limited
number of individuals may also be
accepted posthumously. Election
to honorary fellow membership
is authorized for non-members
qualified by their accomplishments.
Members of other national institutes
are also considered in this category.
Details of the nomination process
and deadlines can be found at at
www.ion.org.
ION Newsletter

Dr. Duncan Bulkley Cox, Jr. 
For his leadership and technical
innovations in the development
of inertial, GPS, and integrated
navigation systems, and for his
service to the Institute of Navigation.

Dr. Todd Walter
For contributions to the development and deployment of the Wide
Area Augmentation System.

	

Dr. John W. Betz
For significant contributions to
GNSS Modernization.
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GNSS Around the Globe: ION Section News, Member new, 	L

Section News
Cal Poly Pomona (CPP) Section.
On Friday, March 10, 2006, the student branch of the ION at Cal Poly
Pomona conducted a half-day tour of
the Raytheon Company, in Fullerton,
Calif. The event was organized by
Mike H. Elder, a Raytheon senior systems engineer, in conjunction with
the ION Cal Poly Pomona section.
Elder and the student club first
connected last January at the ION
2006 National Technical Meeting in
Monterey, Calif. Elder’s son, Scott
Elder, and Raul Robles (student section chair) were presenting in the
autonomous vehicle navigation
session.
Seven junior- and senior-level
electrical engineering students at
Cal Poly Pomona took part in the
Raytheon visit. Following a carpool
trip to the Raytheon facilities from
the Cal Poly Pomona campus, the
tour began with a guided presen-

tation by Fred Austin, senior systems engineer, of the Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS) laboratories. The satellite-based WAAS
capabilities enable U.S. airplane
flights to obtain greater accuracy
for determining their coordinates
while in-route or during their final
approach. The WAAS system employs
corrections to GPS satellite signals
provided by a nationwide ground
infrastructure.
The second part of the tour
involved a walking tour of the
Raytheon Highways Transportation
Management System (HTMS) lab.
Here, Roger Sorensen, senior principal systems engineer, gave the
visitors a detailed explanation of the
operation of an advanced and reliable electronic toll system developed
at the lab. He described its application on Southern California highways
and in other countries including

Chile, Israel, and Brazil.
The tour ended at noon and was followed by lunch at a restaurant nearby.
The tour gave the student participants an insight into the technology that is
currently being used in industry and to the type of research and work in which
ION members are involved.

D.C. Section. On
May 31 members
of ION’s D.C. section gathered at the
University of Maryland in College
Park, Maryland, for an evening
tour of the Rotorcraft Center, Space
Systems Lab, and Neutral Buoyance
Research Facility.
Following the tour and a section business meeting, Drs. Darryll J.
Pines and Suneel I. Sheikh presented
concepts of spacecraft navigation
using celestial X-ray sources, including pulsars. Research into the possibility of navigation using pulsars

began soon after their initial discovery in 1967. These rotating neutron
stars act as celestial lighthouses and,
after decades of monitoring, have
been found to produce signals with
stabilities on the order of today’s
atomic clocks.
Based upon recent research conducted at the University of Maryland,
in collaboration with the Naval
Research Laboratory and NASA, a
new Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency program is in development to investigate the optimal
use of these sources for future spacecraft applications.

Alberta, Canada
Section. Attendees
at the April 26 meeting of the Alberta,
Canada, section of ION heard an
introduction of the Kodiak AccuDrill
2006 presented by Jim McLellan, P.
Eng., advanced technology manager
for Kodiak Nav Solutions.
A division of Destiny Resources,
Kodiak developed the AccuDrill
system for use in precisely locating heli-portable drill source points
on North American seismic projects.
The system uses a dual-frequency
NovAtel GPS card integrated with
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From left to right, Luis Ramirez, Mike Elder, Vindo Wirantana, Fred
Austin, Raul Robles, and Roger Sorensen.

10

either a SPAN inertial system or a
two-antenna GPS heading system
installed on medium helicopters.
The AccuDrill also uses a GPSbased sensor attached to each piece
of major drilling equipment to track
its current location. The system
reduces the number of personnel
needed in the field and eliminates
the requirement of re-surveying skids
and offsets, resulting in improved
safety and survey cost reductions.
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	Launches and more

Rocky Mountain
Section. The 2006
annual RMS-ION meeting was a resounding
success as members had a great time
recently at MacKenzie’s Chophouse.
Officer elections were held, and
attending members installed Clint
Matthews as the new vice chair.
Matthews, a corporate member from
Navsys Corporation who is new
to Colorado Springs, is enthusiastic
about future RMS-ION activities.
The membership also voted an
additional year’s tenure for Brian
Carroll as chair, Chris Kucera as secretary, and Steve Bolt as treasurer.
Members will definitely miss Ted
Driver as he steps down as the section’s vice chair, and thank him for his
leadership.
ION Western Region Vice President
Tom Stansell attended the meeting
and provided extremely informative
presentations on GPS dual-use history
and the plans for new signals in GPS
III. Those presentations are available
on the RMS-ION website at www.
rms-ion.org. Stansell’s participation is
sincerely appreciated.
Members discussed outreach
activities and promised the section’s
support if the membership has ideas
that would benefit from the section’s
assistance. ION members’ participation was suggested as judges for the
Pikes Peak Regional Science Fair. This
year’s science fair was held March 11,
2006 at the Phil Long Expo Center.
Brian Carroll expressed his appreciation to the members who were
able to attend and encouraged those
unable to attend to take part in a
future meetings. As always, member
input and suggestions are welcomed
for strengthening the Rocky Mountain
Section.

Congratulations
Dr. Elizabeth Cannon
The University of Calgary
has named Elizabeth
Cannon, current president of the
ION Satellite Division, as dean of
the Canadian university’s Schulich
School of Engineering for a fiveyear term effective July 1, 2006.
Founded as the UCalgary
Faculty of Engineering in 1965,
the school was renamed following a $50 million donation/benefaction
from philanthropist Seymour Schulich last year. It is one of Canada’s
premier engineering schools with a full-time undergraduate enrollment
of more than 2,400, a full-time graduate enrollment of 800, 182 faculty
members, and 109 staff members. The school offers training in five traditional engineering disciplines of chemical & petroleum, civil, electrical
& computer, geomatics, and mechanical & manufacturing engineering.
“Dr. Cannon’s appointment underscores the depth and international reputation of the Schulich School of Engineering,” said Dr. Harvey
Weingarten, president of the University of Calgary. “She is a recognized
leader in her field, she is valued and appreciated by a generation of students, and now Dr. Cannon has chosen to take on this responsibility at a
turning point in the school’s history. It is a real coup for the University of
Calgary to be able to appoint her as dean.”
Currently professor and head of the Department of Geomatics
Engineering, Dr. Cannon was the NSERC/Petro-Canada Chair for Women
in Science and Engineering (Prairie Region) from 1997–2002 and was
inducted into the Canadian Academy of Engineering in 2000.

NDGPS Call for Help!
The President’s FY07 budget contains no funding for Nationwide
Differential Global Positioning
System (NDGPS), the radiobeacon-based, terrestrial augmentation network that has been
under development for nearly a
decade.
The House indicated that the
administration’s decision to cut
all funding for NDGPS would
“amount to abdicating DOT’s role
as the lead agency in transporta-

tion applications of GPS technology …” With 92 percent of the
country covered, no funds have
been set aside for further construction or operations. When
current funding runs out, the
service will be shut down.
Air, land, and sea navigators
and others user groups who rely
on NDGPS should be concerned.
If Congress doesn’t take measures
to reinstate funding, the NDGPS
signal will be terminated.

In Memoriam

Leonard Pode,
First Burka Winner
Leonard Pode, co-winner of
the Institute’s first Samuel M.
Burka Award, passed away
Feb. 14, 2006, at the age of 86
at his home in Camarillo, Calif.
The Burka award recognizes outstanding achievement in
the preparation of papers contributing to the advancement
of navigation and space guidance and is selected from that
year’s issues of NAVIGATION,
the ION journal. Dr. Pode
won the 1959 Burka Award
for a “Satellite Rendevouz
Navigational Requirements,”
published in Vol. 6, No. 7 and
co-authored by Leroy Hoover
and Norman Peterson.
Dr. Pode served in the
U.S. Army Air Corps from
1942 to 1946, stationed on
“The Hump” between India
and China. After the war, he
worked for the Department of
the Navy in submarine design.
Pode earned his master’s
degree and Ph.D. in physics at
Catholic University.
In 1956, he moved from
Washington, D.C., to California
to pursue the work in aeronautics that he performed for
the remainder of his professional career.
Notes his son, Chuck Pode,
“I know he was proud of the
Burka Award. It has hung in
his home office for as long as
I can remember. Yellowed and
tattered, it is still on the wall
in his office today, just under
his degrees from Catholic
University.”

Calendar
MAY 2006
29–31: 13th Saint Petersburg
International Conference on
Integrated Navigation Systems;
Elecktropribor, St. Petersburg,
Russia  
Contact: Dr. George T. Schmidt
Tel: +1-617-258-3811
E-mail: ed@draper.com
Web: www.elektropribor.spb.ru
September 2006
26–29: ION GNSS 2006, Fort
Worth Convention Center,  .
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org

joe portney’s corner
you can find more of
portney’s ponderables
and brain teasers
at www.navworld.com

Watch
What You Say!

october 2006
18–20: 12th IAIN World
Congress/2006 International
Symposium on GPS/GNSS, ICC
Jeju, Resort-Style Convention
Center, Jeju, Korea
Contact: Capt. Daniel S.H. Moon
Tel: +82-17-553-4241
Fax: +82-51-404-5993
E-mail: www.kinpr.or.kr/www.gnss.or.kr
23-25: ILA 2006 Convention and
Technical Symposium, ILA 35
Mystic Marriot Hotel and Spa,
Croton, Conn. 
Contact: ILA Operations Center
Tel: +1-805-967-8649
Fax: +1-805-967-8471
Web: www.loran.org
January 2007
22-24: ION NTM 2007,
Catamaran Hotel, San Diego,
Calif.
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
APRIL 2007
23-25: ION 63rd Annual Meeting
Royal Sonesta Hotel, Cambridge,
Mass. 
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
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A

scientist purchased an expensive watch in 1939, which he
subsequently employed in monthlong experiments atop Pike’s
Peak. At the conclusion of his experiments, he returned to the
shop where he had purchased his watch. Which of the following is
the more likely statement that the scientist made to the shopkeeper
and why?
A.

The watch was erratic, running slow on ascent and fast on
descent. I was thoroughly displeased.

B. The watch ran slow, and it ruined my experiment.
C.

The watch ran fast, and it contributed to errors.

D. The watch lived up to my expectations. I’ll recommend it to
my colleagues.

Portney, continued on page 19
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from the ion historian
one of a series of columns by ion historian marvin may

Fleet Ballistic Missile Navigation 2
In 1955, the Navy set up a Special Projects
Office under Rear Admiral William F.
Raborn, USN, to develop a solid propellant
ballistic missile for use in submarines. This
two-part article celebrates the 50th anniversary of the office’s founding and the
accomplishments related to the fleet ballistic
missile’s (FBM’s) ship navigation subsystem
The first article addressed the evolution of
inertial navigators aboard the FBMs. This
article discusses other aspects of the navigation subsystem.

A

ship’s inertial navigation system has long
served as the centerpiece of the strategic
submarine’s navigation subsystem. However,
submarine navigation has also required the
innovative development of a supporting cast
of diverse sensors and techniques to meet the
vessel’s overall operational needs.
Meeting these requirements often led to
the first practical application to navigation of
such concepts as satellite navigation, vertical
deflection compensation, correlation velocity
sonar, gravity gradiometry and geophysical
navigation.
Satellite Navigation
The inherent unbounded growth of errors in
inertial navigators led to the development of
new navigation fixing techniques. Among
these efforts was the TRANSIT program, often
referred to as the Navy Navigation Satellite
System. Originally designed for the exclusive
use of the Polaris FBM submarine, the first
successful TRANSIT satellite was launched on
April 13, 1960.
By the end of 1962, a sufficient constellation was in place for the Polaris fleet to
benefit from the now accepted attributes of
satellite navigation — precise, all-weather,
worldwide availability; timekeeping capability;
and unified reference coordinates.
A relatively small community of innovaION Newsletter

tors brought forth satellite navigation in a
remarkable burst of technological achievement. They included personnel from the
Applied Physics Laboratory, Naval research
and development laboratories, Sperry System
Management, Bunker Ramo, and Magnavox,
among others. To paraphrase Winston
Churchill, the users and developers of GPS
should recognize that “Never have so many
owed so much to so few.”

known as the Ocean Survey Program to chart
the ocean’s gravity. These surveys, which
require the use of survey ships equipped
with gravimeters led to the creation of vertical deflection maps. In turn, these vertical
deflection maps, which are supplemented
in the mid-to-long wavelengths by satellite
altimetry measurements, have been used
to compensate the ship’s inertial navigator
since the mid-1960s.

Vertical Deflection Maps
An early challenge to the feasibility of inertial
navigation as espoused by physicist George
Gamow was the apparent paradox of measuring acceleration, which included the heretofore unquantified effects of an unknown gravity component. The determination of gravity
became recognized as a parallel, practical
technical challenge for the achievement of
precise inertial navigation, rather than as an
insurmountable obstacle.
The FBM program set forth the requirements for a vast and long-enduring initiative

Gravity Gradiometry
In areas where ocean ship surveys were
impossible or impractical and satellite altimetry could not capture the necessary short
gravity wavelengths, gravity gradiometers
were introduced to provide real-time vertical
deflection compensation. These latter instruments measure the spatial rates of change of
the gravity field (the gravity gradient tensor)
in addition to the scalar vertical component
measured by a gravimeter.
In the early 1980s, the Bell Aerospace
Fleet, continued on page 17
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GNSS

GLONASS
Galileo

Program
Updates

GPS

GPS, GLONASS, Galileo Modernization
The world’s three leading Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) programs — the U.S. Global Positioning
System, Russia’s GLONASS, and the European Galileo system — are all in a dynamic phase of modernization —
accompanied by substantial unknowns:

ION Newsletter

The GPS Joint Program
Office (JPO) has announced
that the first launch of the
Block IIF satellites will be
delayed from May 2007
until at least March 2008.
III program was recently posted on the GPS
Interface Control Working Group page at the
JPO website: <http://gps.losangeles.af.mil/
engineering/icwg>.
GLONASS
In a January 18 announcement, President
Vladimir Putin has directed the Russian
Federal Space Agency (Roskosmos) to
accelerate its program for restoring a full
GLONASS constellation.
Rather than the 2011 deadline established under a 2001 modernization program,
Roskosmos is now seeking to have 18 spacecraft in orbit by the end of 2007 and 24 satellites in place by 2009 to provide full operational capability of the system, according to
Sergey Averin, a representative of the Russian
Institute of Space Device Engineering.
Currently, the constellation contains 16 operational satellites: 14 currently transmitting
signals and two modernized GLONASS-M
satellites launched last December 25 that are
14

© ESA

GPS
The next launch of a modernized GPS Block
IIR (IIR-M) satellite is scheduled to take
place on September 14, joining the first
IIR-M space placed in orbit last Sept. 25 that
introduced a new open civil signal at L2
(centered at 1227.6 MHz), the L2C. Currently,
29 spacecraft are on orbit, although many
of them are well past their expected performance lifetime or mean mission duration,
according to a presentation by Doug Louden,
a staff member at the U.S. Coast Guards
Navigation Center, who spoke to a Civil
GPS Service Interface Committee (CGSIC)
International Subcommittee meeting in
Manchester, England.
Meanwhile, the Navstar GPS Joint
Program Office (JPO) in the Space and
Missile Center at Los Angeles Air Force Base
has announced that the first launch of the
first follow-on generation of GPS satellites,
Block IIF, will be delayed from May 2007
until at least March 2008. The JPO cited technical difficulties encountered by the IIF contractor, Boeing, as the reason for the delay.
Compounding the uncertainty in the
GPS program is a report in the May 5 Wall
Street Journal that the U.S. Air Force will
push back the GPS III contract process by at
least a year. Already years behind its original
timeline, the GPS Joint Program Office had
been slated to issue requests for proposals
this summer to build the system.
A draft interface specification (IS-GPS800) for the modernized civil signal (GPS
L1C) that would be introduced with the GPS

Launch of the first Galileo satellite, GIOVE A, on
Dec. 2, 2005

undergoing flight tests.
The modernized GLONASS-M spacecraft
now being launched include a second civil
signal at the L2 frequency. Although Averin
acknowledged that the accuracy of GLONASS
positioning currently lags behind that of
GPS, the modernization directive would have
GLONASS performance on a par with GPS
and Galileo by 2010.
Russia has also concluded agreements
with India for the joint development and
peaceful use of GLONASS. In December 2004
Russian and the United States issued a joint
statement confirming that no direct user fees
would be imposed on civil GLONASS or GPS
services and committed the two nations to
ensuring the compatibility and interoperability
of the two systems. A similar document is
nearing completion with the European Union.
A new generation of satellites
Spring 2006

Galileo
The European Union has submitted notice
of successful transmission of signals on
the frequencies allocated to Galileo by the
International Telecommunications Union.
Broadcasts came from the Galileo In-Orbit
Validation Experiment (GIOVE-A) satellite
placed in orbit last December 28.
In April, the Galileo Joint Undertaking
posted a draft version of the Galileo
Navigation Primary Code, comprising
50 memory-based codes each (expressed
in hexadecimal format for in phase and
quadrature elements) for the Galileo Open
Signal components E5a-I, E5a-Q, E5b-I,
E5b-Q, L1-B, L1-C. The codes can be found
in the “Publications” section of the GJU website at <www.galileoju.com>.
The GJU document emphasizes that the
spreading codes are protected by intellectual
property rights (IPR) that prohibit any commercial use of the spreading codes, such as
the reproduction, the making, the sale or
the import of the spreading codes and/or a
product implementing these codes, without
a specific license. The signal IPR is expected
to become an asset of the concessionaire
that will complete and operate the Galileo
system. Use of the codes and other information contained in the document is permitted
without license for research and development
purposes, however.
As this issue of the newsletter went to
press, European Space Agency officials and
other sources indicated that a complete
version of a draft Galileo Interface Control
Document (ICD) would be released by the
end of May. The ICD provides the provisional
specifications of the Galileo signal design
and navigation message for the in-orbit validation phase, which will enable manufacturers of receivers, simulators, signal generators,
and other equipment to develop products. ❖
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EU/US Technical Working
Group Offers

New L1 Civil Signal Design
A

technical working group set up under the
2004 cooperative agreement on satellitebased navigation systems between the United
States and the European Union (EU) has
recommended a jointly optimized signal for
future GPS and Galileo civil signals at the L1
frequency around 1575 MHz. This means that
very similar space-based positioning, navigation, and time signals could be broadcast on
up to 60 satellites in the future.
The first-ever public presentation of the
recommendation came at an April 27 technical session during the IEEE/ION PLANS
2006 conference in Coronado, Calif.
Two members of the EU/US bilateral working group on radio
frequency compatibility and
interoperability — Tony Pratt,
a consultant from the United
Kingdom and John Betz, of The
MITRE Corporation — described
the recommended spreading modulation
of the optimized signals.
Pratt characterized the proposal as, “an
historic moment in time: the first time that
the U.S. has formed a signal agreement with
[another government].”
The proposal calls for a common design
(designated “MBOC”) of the Galileo L1 Open
Service (OS) and the GPS L1C signals with
an identical power spectral density (PSD)
that combines two binary offset carrier (BOC)
modulations, BOC (1,1) and BOC (6,1). In
their recommendation, the working group
experts also note that while “the Galileo
and GPS systems may employ different time
series, including different spreading symbols,
to produce the MBOC PSD. Nonetheless, it is
desirable for both Galileo and GPS to transmit
time series using the same spreading symbols,
© University of Calgary

— GLONASS-K — is planned for launch
beginning in 2008. These satellites will have
a 10-year design life and carry a third civil
signal at L3 frequency band. Current plans for
GLONASS-K include providing GNSS integrity
information in the third civil signal and
global differential ephemeris and time corrections to enable sub-meter real-time accuracy
for mobile users.
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and spreading codes from the same family.”
The complete version of the technical
recommendation can be found on the Public
Interface Control Working Group page of the
U.S. Air Force NAVSTAR GPS Joint Program
Office (JPO) website: <http://gps.losangeles.
af.mil/engineering/icwg>.
According to Betz, the signal design will
provide optimal benefits for code tracking
and mitigation of multipath (or reflected
signals). Pratt noted that the design also
provides flexibility to receiver manufacturers
using narrower bandwidth — and, thus, less
expensive — designs as well as those
building more expensive broader
bandwidth units.
The bilateral working group
had drafted the proposal a few
weeks earlier during a meeting
in Stockholm, Sweden. A joint
statement signed by the heads of the
delegations, Ralph Braibanti of the U.S.
State Department and Heinz Hilbrecht of the
European Commission’s transport directorate,
indicates that “the EC and U.S. will promptly
assess relevant programmatic aspects of implementing the joint-optimization. Subject to this
assessment, the EC and U.S. intend to formally
notify each other of their intent to implement
the jointly-optimized common signal.”
According to Pratt, those programmatic
issues involve such things as schedule, cost,
and risk. L1C is currently expected to be
implemented on the GPS III satellites, scheduled for launch beginning in 2013 under a
program contract still to be issued by the GPS
Joint Program Office. The Galileo OS signal
will be implemented on the system now under
development and scheduled for completion in
2010. ❖
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Navigation Novelties

What’s New in the PNT World?
GeoBlogging: Position and, Well, Attitude

Beyond the Magnetic
Compass

As on-line Internet communities supersede social networks, the phenomenon
of geoblogging — posting annotated GPS-derived locations on websites — is
blurring the line between virtual worlds and the physical one. Geoblogging
reflects the growing enthusiasm for Web logs (blogs) and geocaching — a kind
of collective treasure hunt using GPS navigation.
A recent example of geoblogging is the Navizon network sponsored by
Mexens Technology, which offers software compatible with Windows mobile
devices and cell phones using the Symbian operating system for location-based
applications such as “buddy tracking” and local navigation. Navizon software is free
for non-commercial use and combines collaborative GPS-based map databases
with WiFi- and cellular network–based positioning, in addition to GPS navigation.
Mexens recently introduced a GeoTagging feature that allows members to
post information and comments based upon a specific geographic location, such
as a restaurant or business. These data are available to network members at the
Navizon website, www.navizon.com. Once this information has been recorded,
members entering that geographic area can choose to have the Geotag information appear automatically as an icon on their wireless devices.
But Navizon envisions a more ambitious project than merely recording the
quotidian observations of itinerant members. Network participants with GPSenabled devices are encouraged to help build an accurate maps of local WiFi and
cellular “landscapes” by recording coordinates of wireless access points and cellular
network towers within a city, neighborhood or territory and uploading this data to
the Navizon server database. Other members can download local wireless landscape maps to improve the accuracy of their WiFi- and cellular network–based
positioning.

The idea of geophysical navigation
discussed by Marvin May in this issue
(Page 13) is not simply relegated to
history columns. Felix Goldenberg
took the Walter Fried Award for the
Magnetic Declination Map, NOAA
best paper at this year’s PLANS 2006
National Geophysical Data Center
event, cosponsored by the ION, with
his presentation, “Geomagnetic Navigation Beyond the Magnetic Compass.”
Dr. Goldenberg, of the Goodrich Corporation’s Advanced Sensors Technical
Center in Burnsville, Minnesota, described his efforts to develop an aviation
navigation system that integrates inertial sensors referenced to maps of the Earth
Magnetic Field (EMF). His system uses the correlation principle of actual position
determination by finding the best fit between a geomagnetic profile measured
during flight and the corresponding profile stored in an on-board map.
In his presentation, Dr. Goldenberg described a geomagnetic navigation system, consisting of an inertial block, a precision fluxgate magnetometer, a bank of
geomagnetic data and an integrated navigation processor with a built-in, threedimensional correlator. The main task to make geomagnetic navigation possible,
he says, is obtaining and mapping EMF information on a global basis, focusing
on the Earth Anomaly Magnetic Field. That gap should be filled by 2007 through
the efforts of the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDMAM) project now
under way, led by an international task force of geoscience-related agencies.
GPS Returns the Favor to Astronomy

Can NAVSTAR lend a hand to finding the real stars? Apparently
yes, according to Celestron, a Torrance, Calif.– based designer
and manufacturer of telescopes. The company’s NexStar GPS
telescope promises to take the guesswork and effort out of
aligning and finding celestial objects in the sky with the use
of GPS positioning and timing.
By switching on “GPS Align” mode, the NexStar automatically levels the
telescope’s optical tube, and a built-in electronic compass points the telescope
in the direction of the northern horizon. Meanwhile, the built-in GPS receiver
automatically positions the unit within an accuracy of a few meters and calculates
universal time precisely.
After making these calculations and comparing the information with its
astronomical database, the NexStar GPS orients itself with the sky and slews to an
alignment star. The user positions the star in the center of the eyepiece using cross
hairs in the finderscope, and the telescope is then ready to start finding and tracking any of the objects in its 40,000-plus object database.
It’s sort of celestial navigation in reverse: using one’s own position and precise
time to locate stars and planets.

Navigation Games Magazine

(“Kids, don’t try this at home.”)
And, along those lines, you know that if someone is doing something, someone else is writing about it. Hence, Sierra Adventure Sports launched Navigation
Games earlier this year, an online magazine at <http://www.navigationgames.
com> for the adventurous, location-aware crowd. Mountain and desert bike racing, rock climbing, power geocaching, orienteering, kayaking, bushwhacking.
You get the idea.
“If it requires a map, compass, or GPS unit to participate, it’s something we
cover,” says Rick Eastman, publisher/editor.
The publishers hope to turn Navigation Games into a subscription-based ezine eventually. Until then, the publication is free, but not for the faint of heart. It
comes with the grimmest disclaimer this side of a pack of British cigarettes: “The
activities described in Navigation Games magazine contain a potential high level
of risk, injury or death. No person should attempt any of these activities based on
reading about it in Navigation Games magazine.”
So, don’t say you weren’t warned.
ION Newsletter
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Fleet, continued from page 13

RTCA Corner:

Special
Committe e - 159 Global
Positioning System Report
Next Meeting: June 5–9, 2006.
Program Director: Harold Moses, RTCA,
Inc.
Chair: Christopher Hegarty, MITRE/CAASD

Vice Chair: George Ligler, PMEI
Secretary: Young Lee, The MITRE
Corporation

The most recent meeting of SC-159 was
held on March 24th at RTCA. A schedule
was set for the June 2006 meeting to
complete a revised DO-229C, MOPS for
Global Positioning System/Wide Area
Augmentation System Airborne Equipment
and revisions to DO-228, MOPS for Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
Airborne Antenna Equipment.
The new MOPS for Ground-Based
Regional Augmentation System (GRAS) and
a revised DO-253A – MOPS for GPS Local
Augmentation System Airborne Equipment
are expected in October 2006. The revised
DO-235A Assessment of Radio Frequency
Interference Relevant to the GNSS is on
schedule for Spring 2007.
The committee also reviewed current
Working Group activities:

maintenance, (2) CAT II/III MASPS and
(3) ICD maturation and initial work for
LAAS MOPS and ICD including CAT II/III.
Presentations were received on the FAA’s
LAAS program status and the activities of
the ICAO Navigation System Panel (NSP).
FAA LAAS program status updates
were provided for integrity analysis, the
signed Memorandum of Cooperation with
AirServices Australia, the Memphis Plan
and the developing business case for LAAS.
LAAS MOPS maintenance continues with
a proposed new VDB receiver test, closure
of the VDB message length issues and a
proposed change to receiver double-delta
correlator receiver tracking.

WG-2, GPS/WAAS, resolved all issues for
the revised DO-229C.
The final draft will be available for Final
Review and Comment (FRAC) by the end
of April. Major accomplishments include
the removal of all references to Selective
Availability (SA), consensus on new interference requirements and the announcement by the FAA that LPV will have an “ILS
equivalent CAT-I 200 foot decision height”
approach approval. This is in-line with the
proposed DO-229D.
WG-2C, GPS/Inertial, completed the
update to Appendix R for DO-229C with key
decisions on SA off, an extension of failure
and detection to include failure compensation, satellite fault detection alert criteria
and integrity coasting examples.
WG-4, GPS/LAAS, current work addresses
three areas: (1) LAAS MASPS and MOPS
ION Newsletter

WG-6, GPS/Interference, continues work
to update DO-235A. Receiver system model
development has firmed up the antenna
gain values and the initial acquisition
thresholds.
Multiple technical issues are now the focus
of the group.
WG-7, GPS L1/L5 Antenna, reported
on the results of antenna testing on four
“active” TSO C144 antennas.
WG-7 is ready to generate Change 2
of DO-228 for “active” antennas only and
plans to distribute the document for FRAC
with the revised DO-229C.
WG-8, GPS/GRAS, reports that AirServices
Australia plans to have a certifiable, operational GRAS by mid 2008. The system
design phase has just finished and the
development phase will commence shortly.
The GRAS MOPS will include LNAV/VNAV
as a supported operational procedure. The
GRAS MOPS will be harmonized with the
WAAS MOPS.
17

Corporation in coordination with the
TRIDENT community, developed a Gravity
Sensors System (GSS) that consisted of three
gravity gradiometer instruments and two
gravimeters stabilized on a carouselling platform (see figure, Page 13). Although the GSS
never became fully operational on TRIDENT
submarines, it represented perhaps the most
sophisticated inertial sensor project ever
undertaken until that time.
Sub Navigation’s “Grail”
Geophysical navigation involves the correlation of real-time sensor measurements with
a priori surveyed maps of the corresponding
geophysical quantities. The ability to perform
this operation — and thereby bound the
inertial navigator’s error growth while staying
submerged — has made the pursuit of these
techniques a continuing quest for submarine
navigation. Concurrent with the aforementioned gravity surveys, researchers also developed bathymetric maps of the world’s oceans.
Analogous to terrain contour matching
(used, for example, on cruise missiles),
bathymetric navigation aboard FBM submarines has been employed for several decades.
Personnel from the Naval Air Development
Center, sponsored by the Strategic Systems
Project Office, demonstrated the concept
feasibility of gravity-magnitude submarine
navigation in the late 1970s and successfully
performed a similar concept feasibility demonstration using scalar magnetometers on
board a submarine in the late 1980s. Gravity
gradiometer data has also been used within
map matching algorithms aboard submarines in addition to applications for vertical
deflection compensation and mass proximity
estimation.
Perhaps due to restrictions on publications, the contributions of personnel involved
with the FBM submarines have not always
received the recognition they deserve from
the rest of the navigation community. They
were truly navigation pioneers. Happy 50th
Birthday!

— Marvin B. May is the chief navigation technologist at Pennsylvania State
University’s Navigation Research and
Development Center, Warminster, Pa.
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COSMIC, continued from page 1

Illustration courtesy Broad Reach Engineering

Figure 1. Radio Occultation Broad Reach

COSMIC data and products will be made
available to the international science and
operational communities from TACC or
CDAAC. These data products include vertical
profiles of bending angles, refractivity, electron density, temperature, pressure, and water
vapor, and 135.6 nm radiances observed by
the Tiny Ionospheric Photometer.
New Open-Loop Tracking
Kuo says that COSMIC will make use of a
newly developed “open-loop tracking technique” that enables deep penetration into the
Earth’s troposphere – a region of the atmosphere that starts at the Earth’s surface and
extends five to nine miles high.
“We can get high quality sounding to
within 1,640 feet (500 meters) of the surface
—even over the tropics,” says Kuo. “This will

Budget, continued from page 3
States. The committee currently has 14
members and is chaired by the secretary of
the U.S. Treasury Department.
In 1988, Congress amended the Defense
Production Act and provided authority to
the president to suspend or prohibit any
foreign acquisition, merger, or takeover of
a U.S. corporation that is determined by the
president to threaten the national security of
the United States. Although CFIUS is chaired
by the treasury department, neither the
House Financial Services Committee nor the
Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
Committee were notified of this issue prior
to the media report.
Although the situation was finally
defused when DP World announced in early
March that it was taking steps to divest
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provide valuable information on atmospheric
water vapor, which is important for hurricane
and severe weather prediction.”
The LEOs weigh about 62 kilograms fully
fueled and circle the Earth every 100 minutes
at an altitude of 700–800 kilometers with
an inclination angle 72 degrees. Originally
developed for the ORBCOMM data communications network, the MicroStar spacecraft
built by Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC)
of Dulles, Va., was adapted to the COSMIC
mission. Their design life is five years (see
accompanying photo).
OSC built the prototype COSMIC satellite;
the remaining five COSMIC microsatellites
were then produced as kits and sent to Taiwan
for assembly, with Taiwanese manufacturers
contributing some of the parts.
Each satellite has four GPS antennas con-

COSMIC Satellite
nected to an on-board GPS receiver. NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory designed and produced
the prototype high-performance science
receiver. Broad Reach Engineering built the
receivers for the satellite constellation.
The satellite network grew out of an
agreement between the American Institute
in Taiwan and the Taipei Economic and
Cultural Representative Office in the United
States. Taiwan’s National Science Council
and National Space Organization provided
more than $80 million for the system. The
U.S. National Science Foundation, lead
agency for COSMIC science activities, and
its partners provided the rest of the support.
Major partners include NASA, NOAA, the U.S.
Air Force Space Test Program, the Office
of Naval Research, and the Department of
Defense Space and Missile Systems Center’s
Rocket Systems Launch Program of the U.S.
Air Force, which also provided logistical
support. ❖

move through the system.

and, if it succeeds there, will still need to
be signed by the president. The SAFE Port
Act provides a lesson to me that legislation
driven by an overwhelming public reaction
can very rapidly move through the system.
In closing, I note that by the time this
article makes it to print, I will be more than
three-quarters of the way through my fellowship year. Maybe this is an unpleasant
reality of getting old, but my sense is that
with all this busyness the year seems to be
going by much too fast!

itself of U.S. port operations, the attention
given this proposed transaction resulted in
the House passing a bill, the Security and
Accountability For Every (SAFE) Port Act,
by a vote of 421-2 the week of May 1. The
Senate still has to take up the legislation

— Prior to his appointment as the
ION Congressional Fellow, Doug Taggart
worked as a systems engineer for Overlook
Systems Technologies, Inc. Taggart is currently serving in the office of Congressman
Brad Miller (North Carolina, 13th District).

The SAFE Port Act provides a lesson to me that
legislation driven by an
overwhelming public
reaction can very rapidly
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Smithsonian, continued from p. 5
faster instruments and techniques.
In “Radio Navigation for Land, Sea, and
Air,” visitors will learn how radio transformed
long-distance time synchronization and overcame the limitations of dead reckoning and
celestial navigation. “Navigating in Space”
is devoted to the history of specialists who
adapted radio navigation techniques to communicate between ground stations and spacecraft. A section on inertial navigation focuses
on Cold War innovations, when demands for
accuracy and speed influenced the development of fully automated missile and aircraft
timing and navigation systems. Finally,
“Satellite Navigation: GPS and Beyond,” will
show how satellite-based systems, first developed in the 1970s, now provide navigation
tools for military users, technical specialists,
and a broad civilian public.
Smithsonian Treasures
Exhibit planners expect to include in these
sections about 250 timepieces, other instruments, and maps from the 18th century to
the present. Among the Smithsonian treasures that will be on view are the first marine
timekeeper made in America during the War
of 1812, key navigation instruments designed
in the earliest days of flight for the explorations of Admiral Richard Byrd and Charles
and Anne Lindbergh, Charles Draper’s inertial navigation innovations from the 1950s,
and the navigation station from the Apollo
11 spacecraft.
Also in the works are loans from other key
institutions to document 18th-century breakthroughs leading to the marine chronometer,
as well as more recent innovations in atomic
clocks and GPS satellites. Other planned
exhibition experiences include working
models, demonstration stations, short video
presentations, and interactives to explain how
key objects and systems work.
Despite these wonderful plans, exhibition
funding has yet to be secured. With a projected cost of about $2 million, philanthropic
donors are essential to the success of “Finding
Time and Place: From Chronometers to GPS.”
The Smithsonian acknowledges the
generosity of its donors in a variety of ways.
Depending on the level of gift, funders will
also—
ION Newsletter

• have an opportunity to receive recognition
on the exhibition donor panel, as well
as on exhibition signage, in print and
electronic media, and on the exhibition
website
• have opportunities to take special tours
with museum staff and visit the U.S. Naval
Observatory to check the time on the
Master Clock, look through the historic
telescopes at the night sky, and see the
next generation of clocks in the making
• cohost the exhibition opening event with
the Smithsonian or host other special
events at the National Air and Space
Museum at the “Friends” rate during the
period of sponsorship.
All funders will have an opportunity
to reach the Smithsonian’s considerable
domestic and international audiences, which,
according to a comprehensive 2003 Harris
Brand-Quality Survey, value the Smithsonian
more than any other cultural institution as
their source of authoritative information.

Portney’s Corner from page 6

The ION Outreach Committee’s new commitment to this project opens extraordinary
opportunities for ION corporate and individual members to get involved. Interested
ION members are urged to contact Dr. Chris
G. Bartone, Chair, ION Outreach Committee,
(bartone@ohio.edu, 740-591-1660) or
Carlene Stephens, Smithsonian Institution
(stephensc@si.edu, 202-633-3919).

Bartone

STEPHENS

Dr. Chris Bartone, P.E.,
is an associate professor
at Ohio University.
His research concentrates on all aspects of
navigation.
Charlene Stephens
is the curator of the
Smithsonian’s time
collections at the
National Museum of
American History.

And the Answer Is C

In a vacuum, the moment of inertia of the flywheel is slightly
decreased from that which it experiences at sea level (an altitude
approximating the level at which the watch was manufactured).
At sea level the viscosity of the air adds to the moment of inertia
of the flywheel, which experiences this as a drag on its movement.
Because this effect is compensated for at sea level, the watch will
run faster at altitudes where the viscosity of the air is less and
offers less resistance to the flywheel, resulting in timing errors.
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September 26–29, 2006 ★ Fort Worth, Texas
Tutorials: September 25–26 ★ www.ion.org
The World’s Largest Technical Meeting and Showcase of GNSS Technology,
Products and Services!
Early Registration and Advance Hotel
Reservation Deadline: September 1
★ Beat the Stampede, Register Early!
The 19th International Technical Meeting of the
Satellite Division of the U.S. Institute of Navigation

THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION

3975 University Drive, Suite 390
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

★ Exhibit Space Is Still Available
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